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Exhibitions in Rouen
MUSEE DES BEAUX ARTS
SALAMMBO: FURY! PASSION! ELEPHANTS!
23 April – 19 September 2021 | mbarouen.fr
As part of the bicentenary celebrations of Flaubert’s birth, the Musée des Beaux Arts in Rouen
will welcome a new exhibition called Salammbô, inspired by Flaubert’s novel of the same name,
published in 1862. Visitors will be able step back in time to 300BC Ancient Carthage, a world
full of fury, passion, desire, treachery… and elephants!
MUSEE FLAUBERT ET D’HISTOIRE DE LA MEDECINE
DANS L’INTIMITE DE FLAUBERT | INTIMATELY FLAUBERT
1 July – 12 December 2021 | chu-rouen.fr/le-chu/culture-et-patrimoine/le-musee-flaubert
Rouen University Hospital and the city of Rouen are proud to be working together on a
biographical, iconographical exhibition at the Musée Flaubert et d’Histoire de la Médécine,
situated in the Hôtel-Dieu, the very building where Flaubert was born. In addition to portraits
of the Flaubert family already on display at the museum, this new exhibition will also feature
several original and rare works of art on loan from private collections.
Particular highlights on loan from the Picasso Museum in Antibes are the marble busts of
Flaubert’s sister Caroline, sculpted by James Pradier, as well as a bust of his father AchilleCléophas, commissioned by Flaubert himself in 1846. These beautiful works of art clearly
demonstrate how the deaths of these family members firmly marked the end of Flaubert’s
childhood at the Hôtel-Dieu.
VILLON HERITAGE LIBRARY
LA FABRIQUE DE L’ŒUVRE | MAKING THE MASTERPIECE
1 October 2021 – 2 January 2022 | rnbi.rouen.fr
This exhibition hosted by the Villon Heritage Library will focus on the creative process behind
Flaubert’s various literary works, and display handwritten manuscripts for arguably his most
famous work, Madame Bovary, as well as his posthumous satirical work, Bouvard et Pécuchet.
This exhibition, which follows his masterpieces from start to finish, was made possible thanks
to a number of documents being generously donated to Rouen Library by Flaubert’s niece.
SEINE-MARITIME DEPARTMENTAL ARCHIVES
DANS LA TETE DE GUSTAVE FLAUBERT | INSIDE THE HEAD OF GUSTAVE FLAUBERT
8 October 2021 – 9 January 2022 | archivesdepartementales76.net
An insight into the mind’s workings of one of France’s most-loved literary masters, this
exhibition is presented as somewhat of a cave of curiosities, showcasing all that Flaubert held
dear, his interests, his relationship with space, time and money, his approach to working and, in
particular, his great love of books.

Exhibitions curated by the Frac
(regional public modern art collection)
MODERN ART’S NEW TAKE ON FLAUBERT’S NOVELS
Normandy’s regional public modern art collection, known in France as a ‘Frac’ will be celebrating
the bicentenary of the birth of Flaubert by putting on a collection of original exhibitions in
places of cultural importance across the region, as part of an artistic project called Déjouer
Flaubert, which roughly translates to ‘Foiling Flaubert’.
These exhibitions have been carefully curated by the Frac in Rouen to showcase pieces
from its own art collection, and will allow visitors to explore all of the major themes found in
Flaubert’s literary works in a completely different way, by providing a reverse reading of many
of the novels that we know and love, often portraying them in a whole new light.
Exhibitions are listed below as well as the Flaubert novel or short story they focus on:
DEJOUER FLAUBERT | FOILING FLAUBERT
Defamiliarise – An imaginary biography of Flaubert
6 April – 31 May 2021 | Lycée Pierre Corneille, Rouen
Denaturalise – Bouvard et Pécuchet
10 April – 7 November 2021| Château de Bois-Guilbert
De-romance – Magdi Senadji, Bovary, 1995-2002
16 April – 18 June 2021 | Maison de l’Université de Rouen-Normandie, Rouen
Disorientate – Madame Bovary
8 May – 11 July 2021 | Village of Ry
De-Orientalise – Salammbô
12 June – 20 September 2021 | Jardin des Plantes, Rouen
Desentimentalise – L’Education Sentimentale (A Sentimental Education)
26 June – 12 September 2021 | Gustave Flaubert Literary Hotel, Rouen
Desanctify – La Tentation de Saint-Antoine (The Temptation of St Anthony)
18 September – 17 October 2021 | Canteleu Municipal Library
Deliver – Le Dictionnaire des Idées Reçues (The Dictionary of Received Ideas)
2 October – 18 December 2021 | Boris Vian Media Library, Louviers
Unlearn – Bouvard et Pécuchet
13 October – 27 November 2021 | ESADHAR Arts Library, Le Havre
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VOYAGE AU PAYS D’EMMA. PAR LES CHEMINS ET PAR LES REVES
JOURNEY IN EMMA’S LAND: COUNTRY LANES AND DREAMS
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LE JARDIN SECRET D’EMMA | EMMA’S SECRET GARDEN
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When visitor attractions reopen – 1 August 2021 | abbayedejumieges.fr
A closer look at manuscripts written by Flaubert after he returned from Pompeii in 1851 and
A closer look at manuscripts written by Flaubert after he returned from Pompeii in 1851 and
modern-day photos of the ancient site taken by professional photographer, Claudio Sabatino.
modern-day photos of the ancient site taken by professional photographer, Claudio Sabatino.
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ABBEY OF ARDENNE (NEAR CAEN)
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ABBEY OF ARDENNE (NEAR CAEN)
FLAUBERT’S NOTEBOOKS: EXHIBITION, MASTERCLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
FLAUBERT’S NOTEBOOKS: EXHIBITION, MASTERCLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
29 October 2021 – 27 February 2022 | imec-archives.com
29 October 2021 – 27 February 2022 | imec-archives.com
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HERBIER CONTEMPORAIN DELICIEUX | A DELICIOUSLY MODERN HERB GARDEN
HERBIER CONTEMPORAIN DELICIEUX | A DELICIOUSLY MODERN HERB GARDEN
When visitor attractions reopen – 14 November 2021| abbayesaintgeorges.fr
When visitor attractions reopen – 14 November 2021| abbayesaintgeorges.fr
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Guided tours
PONT-L’EVEQUE
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF FLAUBERT
24 April 2021
Guided tours of Pont l’Evêque run by the local tourist office and themed around Flaubert’s
novel Un Cœur Simple (A Simple Heart), which was set in the town. Stops on the tour include
St Michael’s Church, the Allée de Grieu, Les Hunières, the garden at the Hôtel de Brilly and the
Domaine de Geffosses. Tours will be followed by a reading from Un Cœur Simple.
CANTELEU (NEAR ROUEN)
TOURS OF FLAUBERT’S PRIVATE LIBRARY
24 April, 18 September and 11 December 2021 plus National Heritage Days (dates TBC)
Canteleu will be running guided tours which will focus on the history of the library and the
novelist’s book collections, with anecdotes, quotations and extracts taken from Flaubert’s
works. Visitors will also be able to see the archived collection of nearly 250 dedications and
annotations by Flaubert, not usually accessible to the public.
LYONS-LA-FORET
LYONS PUTS ON A SHOW
29 May 2021
The Lyons-Andelle Tourist Office will be running guided tours of Lyons-la-Forêt, the village
where both Claude Chabrol’s 1991 and Jean Renoir’s 1934 Madame Bovary films were shot.
The tour will feature all the places where filming took place, as well as explain how exactly
Lyons was transformed into the fictional village of Yonville-l’Abbaye for the films.
QUIET ON THE SET! FLAUBERT, RENOIR, CHABROL AND THE FILM SETS OF MADAME
BOVARY
29 May 2021 – 31 October 2021
Visitors to Lyons-la-Forêt can also follow in the footsteps of the characters in Madame Bovary
on a free self-guided tour of the village. Starting at the Lyons-Andelle Tourist Office, locate
all the photo panels around the village, which mark the main filming locations for both Renoir
and Chabrol’s films. Maps are available in paper form from the Lyons-Andelle Tourist Office or
digitally via their website.
ROUEN
HORSE-DRAWN CARRIAGE RIDES WITH EMMA AND LEON
15 October 2021 (times TBC)
This tour is inspired by the famous scene in Madame Bovary where Emma and Léon meet at
Rouen Cathedral, and starts off with a tour of cathedral before setting off in a horse-drawn
carriage, just as they did in the book. Once on the move, your guide will tell you all about
Flaubert’s Rouen as you pass the places he went when he lived in the city. Tickets: €6.50,
Concessions: €4.50

Festivals and festivities
TERRES DE PAROLES LITERARY FESTIVAL
1-20 October 2021
terresdeparoles.com
Taking place across the whole department of Seine-Maritime, this three-week festival aims to
make literature both fun and accessible for everyone, through live performances, readings by
contemporary writers and many other cultural activities. In recognition of the bicentenary year
of his birth, this year’s festival will be dedicated to Flaubert.
FESTIVAL BOVARY IN RY (NEAR ROUEN)
3-4 July, 25-26 September 2021 and April 2022 (dates TBC)
seine-maritime-tourisme.com
Organised by the local not-for-profit group Les Amis de Flaubert, the Festival Bovary is set to
take place twice this year in honour of the bicentenary, and will focus on the themes of Emma,
love, death and the Church of Ry.
In July, there will be an exhibition organised by the charity Le Lire et le Dire, a performance of
the play La Révolte d’Emma (The Revolt of Emma) by the Flaubert Museum Theatre Troupe, and
a dramatised guided tour of the village led by the actor Serguei Vladimirov.
In September, the festival will kick off with a conference on the 19th-century French writer
and photographer Maxime du Camp, followed by a Madame Bovary-themed cabaret night run
by the Impressionne-Moi theatre company. There will also be a literary-themed guided walk to
La Huchette (a place that featured in Madame Bovary), followed by a reading from the novel by
professional actor André Salzet. The village of Ry will also welcome painters, Flaubert-inspired
shop window displays vendors serving Normandy specialties for visitors.
LES FLAUBERTIENNES: FLAUBERT-THEMED WEEKEND IN FORGES-LES-EAUX
10-11 July 2021
forgesleseaux.fr
On Saturday, there will be a free outdoor screening of the film Madame Bovary in the garden
outside Forges-les-Eaux town hall, with on-site food vendors.
Sunday will see a whole day of 19th-century-inspired entertainment, with a fancy-dress
picnic, theatrical performances in period costume, 19-century dancing, vintage photography
complete with period costumes, a caricaturist, second-hand book stalls, demos by local
artisanal producers and on-site food vendors.
Guided and self-led Flaubert walking tours organised by the local tourist office will run
throughout the weekend (times TBC) and shops throughout the town will pull out all the stops
with Flaubert-inspired shop window displays.
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ROUEN: ‘ESCAPE RUN FLAUBERT’ ESCAPE GAME

ROUEN: ‘ESCAPE RUN FLAUBERT’ ESCAPE GAME
Taking place on a number of Saturdays between May and October 2021, this new escape
Taking place on a number of Saturdays between May and October 2021, this new escape game
game takes place outside around the city of Rouen, and can be played alone or in a team.
takes place outside around the city of Rouen, and can be played alone or in a team. Solve all
Solve all the puzzles, find the different places around Rouen, work out the best route, and go!
the puzzles, find the different places around Rouen, work out the best route, and go! Visit
Visit en.rouentourisme.com for more information.
en.rouentourisme.com for more information.
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ACROSS THE SEINE-MARITIME DEPARTMENT: DINE WITH FLAUBERT
As part of the new literary-culinary initiative A Table avec Flaubert, a number of restaurants
As part of the new literary-culinary initiative A Table avec Flaubert, a number of restaurants
across the Seine-Maritime department will be serving a Flaubert-inspired menu from now
across the Seine-Maritime department will be serving a Flaubert-inspired menu from now until
until December 2021. Visit atableavecflaubert.glideapp.io to download the mobile app and
December
2021.restaurants
Visit atableavecflaubert.glideapp.io
to download the mobile app and find out
find out which
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which restaurants are taking part in the initiative.
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Flaubert 21 branded products will soon be available to purchase from a number of shops and
Flaubert
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museums across the Normandy region, as well as online at seinemaritime.fr
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had an apartment and his father worked as a surgeon. The building now houses a museum,
He was educated at the Lycée Pierre-Corneille in the heart of the city, and did not leave until
the Musée Flaubert, dedicated to Flaubert and the history of medicine. The museum is open
1840, when he went to Paris to study law. He was born in at the Hôtel-Dieu, where his parents
from Tuesday to Saturday and visitors can take a Flaubert-themed tour in French, English or
had an apartment and his father worked as a surgeon. The building now houses a museum, the
Italian (must be booked in advance).
Musée Flaubert, dedicated to Flaubert and the history of medicine. The museum is open from
Tuesday to Saturday and visitors can take a Flaubert-themed tour in French, English or Italian
Rouen Cathedral was a source of great inspiration for Flaubert. Head inside to the north aisle
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Rouen Cathedral © F. Lambert / Normandy Tourism
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short story, La Légende de Saint-Julien l’Hospitalier (The Legend of St Julian the Hospitalier).
Also worth a look in Rouen Cathedral is a low-relief stone sculpture that inspired the scene
Visitors on a Flaubert-themed pilgrimage to Rouen can stay at the eponymous Hôtel Littéraire
where Salomé dances on her hands in Flaubert’s short story, Hérodias.
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(booked in advance). Flaubert’s book collection is housed nearby at Canteleu town hall.
a small museum displaying objects that belonged to the author, such as writing equipment,
portraits and engravings. Visitors can take a one-hour tour in French or English (booked in
RY: While Flaubert was in the Middle East and southern Europe in 1851, a local scandal took
advance). Flaubert’s book collection is housed nearby at Canteleu town hall.
place in the village of Ry, east of Rouen, where the wife of a certain Dr Delamare had killed
herself at age 27 after her husband and general ennui drove her to have affairs and get into
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recognised as one of the ‘most beautiful villages in France’, has not changed much at all
PONT-L’EVEQUE: As a child, Flaubert spent many family holidays just outside Pont-l’Evêque,
since Madame Bovary was written, so was chosen to be where both Jean Renoir and Claude
not far from Trouville-sur-Mer. Un Cœur Simple (A Simple Heart), his short story of a
Chabrol’s adaptations of the novel were filmed. In 2013, the film Gemma Bovery, which drew
small-town maid Félicité and her beloved parrot Loulou is set here, in the traditional cheese
many parallels with Flaubert’s novel, was also filmed in Lyons-la-Forêt.
and cider-producing region known as the Pays d’Auge. The colourful half-timbered buildings
and flower displays around the town’s Place Jean Bureau are not thought to have changed
PONT-L’EVEQUE: As a child, Flaubert spent many family holidays just outside Pont-l’Evêque,
much since the days in which Un Cœur Simple was written.
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Un Cœur Simple (A Simple Heart).
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the Lionheart’s Castle and the surrounding countryside overlooking the River Seine.
CHATEAU-GAILLARD: Visitors to the impressive ruins of the medieval Château-Gaillard in
Les Andelys would also be following in Flaubert’s footsteps. This town was where the writer’s
closest school friend, Ernest Chevalier lived, and together they used to love exploring Richard
the Lionheart’s Castle and the surrounding countryside overlooking the River Seine.
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DFDS SEAWAYS: Sail from Newhaven to Dieppe in four hours, on regular daily crossings, seven
DFDS SEAWAYS: Sail from Newhaven to Dieppe in four hours, on regular daily crossings, seven
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EUROSTAR TO PARIS THEN TRAIN: Rouen, Pont-l’Evêque, Trouville-Deauville and Le Havre
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FROM IRELAND
IRISH FERRIES: Sail from Dublin to Cherbourg in 18 hours, with up to four overnight ferry
crossings
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irishferries.com/uk-en
IRISH
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Sail from Rosslare to Cherbourg once a week (crossing time: 18 hours).
brittany-ferries.co.uk
BRITTANY FERRIES: Sail from Rosslare to Cherbourg once a week (crossing time: 18 hours).
brittany-ferries.co.uk

Staying in Normandy
PLACES TO STAY THAT EITHER INSPIRED OR WERE INSPIRED BY FLAUBERT
HOTEL FLAUBERT*** IN TROUVILLE-SUR-MER: This beautiful Belle Epoque villa hotel sits
right on the promenade, overlooking Trouville’s famed ‘queen of beaches’. flaubert.fr
LA LICORNE HOTEL & SPA**** IN LYONS-LA-FORET: Boasting a Michelin-starred restaurant,
this hotel sits in the village where both Madame Bovary films were shot. hotel-licorne.com/en
HOTEL LITTERAIRE GUSTAVE FLAUBERT**** IN ROUEN: Conveniently situated in the historic
city centre, this hotel offers stylish rooms with a literary theme. hotelgustaveflaubert.com/en
HOTEL DE BOURGTHEROULDE***** IN ROUEN: A 15th-century historic building, this luxury
hotel in the city centre boasts a pool, spa, brasserie and bar. autograph-hotels.marriott.com
DOMAINE DE GEFFOSSES IN PONT-L’EVEQUE: This farm where Flaubert stayed during his
childhood has been converted into self-catering accommodation. domainedegeffosses.fr/en
For help planning your trip, visit the Normandy Tourism website: en.normandie-tourisme.fr
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